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ABSTRACT: Now–a day’s Electronic transactions has become a common ,everyone purchases products over the 

internet and also pay the bill ,which becoming an easier and every day necessity, secured methods of payment gateway 

for such online purchase product have become very important so that it need to protect from unauthorized use. 

Therefore security for such transactions is necessary because its confidential data like credit card numbers, pin numbers 

and other information for that security is required. Blockchain technology is utilized to build a platform that secures 

theft’s identity and drastically reduces fraudulent activity. The technology is also possible to assist businesses in 

developing strong blockchains capable of dealing with authentication and reconciliation issues that arise in a variety of 

industries. Furthermore, it can give people the ability to construct identities that are encrypted can serve as a substitute 

for various passwords and login. The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B is used to power the entire system. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

 “Block chain Identity Management is a decentralized and secure system that reclaims control for users through a 

distributed trust model.” Several sectors benefit from block chain technology because of its transparency, security, and 

other aspects, which bring value to their company. As a result, it's safe to assume that it's on track to transform the 

existing state of identity management in a highly secure manner. The current identity management system is insecure 

and untrustworthy. At every turn, you'll be required to identify yourself using a variety of government-issued 

identification cards, such as a voter ID, passport, or Pan Card. Privacy risks and data breaches arise when numerous 

IDs are shared. As a result, through decentralized networks, the block chain can pave the way to self-sovereign identity. 

Identity papers are guarded, verified, and authorized by permissioned participants in a self-sovereign identity, which 

ensures privacy and trust. 

 

II. CONTEMPORARY TECHNOLOGY’S DIFFICULTIES 

 

THEFT OF PERSONAL INFORMATION: 

Identity theft occurs when people share their personal information online through unknown sources or use 

services that allow their identification documents to fall into the wrong hands. Furthermore, online applications use 

centralized servers to store data, Hackers will find it easy to gain access to the servers and steal important data. 

MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION: 

When signing up for different online platforms, Each time, users must generate a new login and password.It is 

tough for an person to recall a username and password combination for accessing several services. Maintaining several 

authentication profiles is a difficult task. 

INABILITY TO CONTROL: 

Users now have no control over their information personally identifiable due to a lack of control (PII). They 

have no idea how many times their private information has been shared or utilised without their permission. 

Furthermore, most people are unaware of where all of their personal data is held. As a result, an innovative adjustment 

to the current state of identity administration approach is required. 

number of hops will help in reducing the range of the transmission power. Route discovery has been done in the same 

way as being done in on-demand routing algorithms. After packet has been reached to the destination, destination will 

wait for time δt and collects all the packets. After time δt it calls the optimization function to select the path and send 

RREP. Optimization function uses the individual node’s battery energy; if node is having low energy level then 

optimization function will not use that node. 
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III. THE IMPACT OF BLOCKCHAIN ON THE SECURITY OF E TRANSACTIONS 

 

 Ethereum is a blockchain platform that is open source. We can construct, deploy, and access the Ethereum 

blockchain using ethereum clients. Different architectural components work together to create a fully functional 

ethereum network that is globally dispersed and decentralised, with no central authority. Ethereum Virtual Machine 

(EVM), miner, block, transaction, consensus algorithm, account, smart contract, mining, Ether, and gas are some of the 

most significant ethereum components. 

Because blockchain uses a decentralised ledger to store digital assets that are protected by strong 

cryptographic keys, hackers will find it difficult to change the information. On the basis of blockchain network, the 

data is kept on numerous computers. In order to gain access to critical data assets, attackers must infiltrate every system 

on the network, which is nearly impossible. Even if hackers get access to the network, any modifications they make to 

the data will be reflected in the systems, which will alert all participants. All of this distinguishes blockchain as a one-

of-a-kind solution to security challenges. 

        
 

Figure1: Example of a transaction in Blockchain 

                                          

IV. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY 

 

A blockchain is a series of blocks that each contain a legitimate transaction. The hash to the previous block in the 

blockchain is included in each block. It operates on a peer-to-peer network, which means that every node in thwe 

network is linked to every other node.The deal is transmitted to the network and added to everyone's copy of the 

blockchain once it has been confirmed. 

A block refers to files that permanently store data related to the blockchain network. A block is comparable to 

the pages of a ledger or a book of accounts. When a block is finished, it makes room for the next block. The data in 

blocks cannot be changed. 

Blockchains are distributed (i.e., without a single repository) and usually decentralised digital ledgers that are 

tamper obvious and resistant to tampering (i.e., a bank, company or government). At their most basic level, they allow 

a group of users to record transactions in a shared ledger within that group, with the result that no transaction can be 

modified once it has been published, as long as the blockchain network is operational. 

 

V. ETHEREUM’S BLOCKCHAIN 

 

 Ethereum is a software platform based in blockchain used primarily to support the world's second-largest 

cryptocurrency, after Bitcoin, in terms of market value. Ethereum Blockchain stores the entire history of all smart 

contracts. The Ethereum’s blockchain is structured similarly to the Bitcoin blockchain in that it is a data base that 

everyone has a access to all smart contracts and transaction history. Hundreds of people volunteered from all across the 

world have volunteered to keep a backup of the Ethereum blockchain, which is quite large. This is just one of the 

characteristics that distinguishes Ethereum as a decentralised platform. In Ethereum's network, these are all referred to 

as a "node." When an smart contract on ethereum is used, thousands of computers, are processed through a network 

which ensures that the user is abiding by the regulations. These nodes are all linked together. 
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Fig.1.  Ethereum’s Architecture 

 

Here's a rundown of what each node contain: 

  Accounts: Every user can create an account, which displays their Ether balance. Ethereum contains smart contracts, 

which outline the rules that must be followed in order for funds to be  moved and unlocked. 

 

ETHER: 

Ethereum apps and smart contracts both require money in the form of ether, Ethereum's native coin. Ether is 

required for almost everything on Ethereum, and it's referred to as "gas" when it's utilised to execute smart contracts on 

the network. Ethereum can be used to invoke smart contracts. To hold the ether, Ethereum uses accounts, which are 

similar to bank accounts. 

Two kinds of accounts exist: 

Externally owned accounts (EOAs): These are accounts that are not owned by the company. Normal users' 

accounts for storing and sending ether. 

 Contract accounts: These are the accounts where smart contracts are stored, which can be activated by ether 

transactions from EOAs or other events. 

 

ETHEREUM WALLETS: 

An Ethereum wallet stores a user's private keys, which are secret keys that can be used to access ether. Every 

single key is a long, jumbled string of characters as well as numbers that appear to be  something like this:  

073d9dbe8875e7c91422d80413c85ba5e8e9fe7cad5dc001871dac882d07f2f 

Only the owners of the private keys can spend money associated with the keys. These days, it's all about ethereum 

wallets. For storing private keys, there are a few distinct types of Ethereum wallets: 

 Wallets for the desktop 

 Wallets for mobile devices 

 Wallets made of metal 

 Wallets made of paper 

 

SYSTEM DESIGN: 

Assume we've already installed Raspbian and are now updating and installing packaged software to the most 

recent versions. 
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If you don't need a graphical user interface, set your machine to boot to the command line interface 

 

 
 

Following that, we instal the necessary packaged dependencies.

 
Then we download the sources for geth, the official Go language implementation of an Ethereum node, compile it, and 

copy the executable to/usr/local/bin/. 

 

 
 

Make an account and begin testing: 

First, let's see whether we can establish a new account with geth. 

 

 
 

As shown in illustration, a new set of cryptographic keys will be generated for the newly established account. The 

private keys are secured with a password. It's worth noting that if you're going to use this account to mine bit coin and 

transact in any way, you'll want to back up your keys and protect your private key from being accessible. 
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CONNECTING OUR PI BOARD TO MAIN NET: 

 
If we execute it without any arguments we would start 11 a node and try and synchronise the entire main network block 

chain. Which, at more than 50GB in size and expanding all the time, might not be the best option for an embedded 

computer? As a consequence, the node is started in light synchronisation mode. This just retrieves block headers as 

they appear, as well as other portions of the block chain as they become available. 

 

With the assistance of this vi editor, we can now enable and start geth service on our node: 

 
 

To run the Ethereum node as the "pi" user, do the following: It's used to make a service start when the system 

boots up. 

 
 

It's utilized to restart a service that's been turned off. We can now connect to our Ethereum node that is 

running as a service using  

 
 

This offers us a JavaScript console that we can interact with. We can call functions from here which will give 

you a list of your current accounts. 

 
 

It should be noted that the light client protocol is still in its infancy, is somewhat experimental, and is 

dependent on full peers/nodes enabling support for it. As a result, it may not be totally practicable to transact 

on the Ethereum main-net block chain during the time of writing. However, things are changing quickly, and 

this situation might easily change in the near future. 

 

Now we'll build a private block chain and use it to delve deeper into Ethereum. Because we will be starting 

with a brand new block chain, We can sync it completely and do not need to set nodes in the light sync mode. 
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Signing up for a new account: 

We need a name for our new blockchain network, and for this example, we'll call it DesignSpark. Ethereum stores data 

by default in a subdirectory of your home directory called.ethereum, which is a hidden directory on Linux/BSD. To 

keep our private blockchain data separate, we'll use.designspark, as shown in Figure  

 

 
If we start with a new account: 

Make a note of the account's address, as we will need it when we initialise the new network if we want to pre-

allocate any funds to it. 

 

There was at Block zero at the start 

 
There must be a first link in a chain, and a blockchain is no exception, requiring the generation of a genesis block that 

will be used by the initial set of nodes that will participate in the network. This is accomplished by using a JSON file 

and the contents of the one that we used. 

 

Getting the first node up and running: 

 
 

Adding a second node: 

A single node in a block chain network would be ineffective, so we'll build a second one, as shown in figure. This time, 

it is recommended that we use a computer with a bit more RAM, such as a laptop or desktop running Debian/Ubuntu, 

as this will most likely be required if we ever want to run a miner at some point. 

To summarize, the steps are as follows: 
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1. Set up geth. 

2. Execute the above command to sign up for a new account. 

3. Use the same JSON configuration file to get started. 

4. Restart the node, but this time with a different identity! 

After we've started the node and dropped it into the JavaScript console, we can check the new account and its 

balance again with: 

 

Balance verification: 
    Once you have entered the console, we can use eth.accounts and eth.get Balance to check the balance 

 
    We should see a balance of 0 this time due to the fact that we did not pre-allocate any funds to the account. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION  

  In order to conduct safe digital transactions, identity management is critical. We propose a mechanism for  

managing identities based on blockchain technology in this paper. Blockchain technology is the technology of the 

future, capable of dealing with security issues effectively. End-to-end traceability, resulting from the immutability of 

data records, authentication, and permission are built-in aspects that provide value to multidisciplinary technical 

solutions. The hashed addresses of the wallet are utilised as identities in this blockchain-based identity management 

system. Within the same system, we generated numerous identities and added them as peers to a miner. Only peer-to-

peer transactions are permitted following adequate identification verification. The suggested approach is compatible 

with the Ethereum primary chain because it is based on open-source libraries. With minor adjustments, the intended 

system can be put into any real-time application. 
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